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Food services represents one of the fastest-paced industries there is. Whether 

you run a boutique restaurant, franchise, food truck or catering service, key 

areas of focus (and concern) tend to be the same across business types—sales; 

cash flow; and labor, food and beverage costs. And as they should be. Sales 

and cash flow ensure you have enough money to pay your bills and your staff—

and labor, food and beverage costs can make or break a business.

While bookkeeping comes with the business-owner territory, it’s not likely 

that you launched your enterprise because you have a passion for financial 

reporting or generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Running a 

profitable restaurant (or any other food-based operation) takes up a great deal 

of time. It demands your focus on everything from managing inventory and 

ordering to staffing and providing a rich diner experience. So, at the end of 

a busy day, the last thing on your mind is reviewing financial statements and 

conducting data analysis.

While not your passion, however, maintaining a current and complete view 

of your financial position is critical to long-term success. This means regular 

review of monthly financial statements, including the balance sheet, profit and 

loss (P&L) report and cash flow statement. Packed with business intelligence 

and key financial insights, these reports help you better assess operational 

sustainability and risk by identifying potential issues ahead of time—for 

example, cash shortfalls, spikes in food and beverage costs or lags in sales. 

While this sounds like a lot, keeping up with financial statement review doesn’t 

have to take up a great deal of your time. This eBook was created to provide 

you with a focused list of key data points to monitor. It also offers several 

helpful tips to maximize the power of QuickBooks Online Advanced to better 

manage your financials and grow a highly successful enterprise.

Introduction
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Accounting and bookkeeping expert to the food services industry, Erin Walsh 

Dyer, owner of The Bookkeepers Friend, deeply understands the importance 

of reviewing financial statements and the requisite data points to focus on. 

Start with the following top three data points to help you get comfortable with 

analyzing your financials.

As a QuickBooks ProAdvisor, Walsh Dyer provides added insight into core 

system features that can save you valuable time. From using tags and pulling 

custom reports to integrating with powerful forecasting solutions like Fathom, 

you’ll learn how to dig deeper into the numbers to support informed business 

decisions and fuel growth.

Key financial data points made simple
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Item 1: Sales 

Sales is used as an umbrella term here to represent the whole of sales activities 

within a food services business. Clearly, all sales are important. But as Walsh Dyer 

points out, there are specific data points clients should be analyzing regularly.

“Restaurants and other food-based businesses can break the data down into 

very detailed micro-reports,” said Walsh Dyer. “I help my clients look at such 

things as online versus call-in orders and dine-in versus takeout sales. This 

provides good insight into how clients are coming to them and what they can 

do to improve service.”

For example, if a restaurant is receiving 90 percent of orders online versus 

10 percent by phone, it’s important to make sure the online experience is as 

frictionless as possible for customers. It’s also an indicator that the business 

may want to look into other online channels (beyond just its website) to 

expand market reach such as Uber Eats, Door Dash or Grubhub. 

“I also like to conduct year-over-year comparisons on data points like holiday 

sales. If the data shows that Labor Day sales in the previous year were 50 

percent higher than the current year, it’s important to look at what the business 

is doing differently today and make adjustments as needed,” explained Walsh 

Dyer.

For example, holiday sales data may show that in the previous year the 

business spent more money on advertising and promotions leading up to 

Labor Day or offered a few highly popular menu items/specials. Digging into 

data is such detail can help business owners uncover trends that aid in making 

informed decisions to increase sales year over year.

Businesses should also consistently be looking at higher-level metrics such 

as food and beverage sales per guest. This enables business owners to 

get a handle on which menu items appeal most to guests and then make 

adjustments to remove underperforming items and/or increase prices on hot-

selling dishes.
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QuickBooks Tips: 

The tags feature in QuickBooks Online is 

exceptionally helpful for creating what Walsh 

Dyer calls “micro-reports.” By applying specific 

tags, users can drill down into data details and 

create highly custom reports.

“QuickBooks Online allows you to easily create 

tags and organize them within groups. For 

example, you can create a Labor Day tag and 

add it to a group titled Holidays. You can even 

color code tag groups,” explained Walsh Dyer. 

“You can then apply tags within sales receipts, 

which enables you to filter a sales or P&L report 

and isolate specific tag-related information.”

Quickly create a tag for Labor Day. Add your Labor Day tag to a color-coded group called 
Holidays to keep tags organized.

https://quickbooks.intuit.com/online/advanced/customizations/?cid=US_IMG_BOT_CustomizeQBtoFitYourBusinessRestaurants_EXT_INF_FinancialReportingCampaignLinksfromEbooks_QBOA_N_N_N
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Clients can continue to add tags for other 

holidays, such as New Year’s eve, Saint Patrick’s 

Day and Valentine’s Day, in order to run micro 

sales reports for these popular sales days.

By color coding tags, you can identify the tags you need to apply with a quick visual scan.

Compare New Year’s eve sales year-to-year in this micro-report.
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Price Rules is another helpful feature for 

tracking such important data as price changes. 

The ability to view price changes by month or 

season offers added, detailed insight on what 

is driving overall sales.

“We can create a Price Rule called Summer 

Specials and select the price adjustment 

method ‘Custom price per item.’ Then we can 

add a start and end date, summer months in this 

example, and input the price change on certain 

items. When we run a comparative sales report 

to period with regular pricing, the client will be 

able to see this level of detail,” said Walsh Dyer.

Create unique Price Rules to track price changes down to the level of individual items.
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Item 2: Cash flow 

Before diving into this key data point, it’s important to understand the importance 

of integrating your POS (point of sale) and accounting systems. 

According to Walsh Dyer, “These applications need to be integrated. This ensures 

that daily sales are getting into QuickBooks so data is accurate and appears in 

real time. It also helps eliminate manual data entry of sales receipts [and the 

errors that come with it]. And finally, when these systems are integrated, it allows 

you to perform cash flow forecasting by integrating cash flow modeling tools like 

Fathom, which is included with QuickBooks Online Advanced subscriptions.”

Cash flow is the lifeblood of any business. If you run out of cash, you don’t have 

a business—so being vigilant about monitoring cash flow is crucial. The issue 

expressed by many business owners is often with the reporting itself. A standard 

cash flow report is composed of rows and columns of numbers (seemingly 

endless), which can be overwhelming.

According to Walsh Dyer, this issue is solved by using the Performance Center 

within QuickBooks Online Advanced. Within the Performance Center, clients 

can view the numbers within a graph-friendly dashboard—including key data 

such as year-to-date revenue (and revenue compared to last year), revenue 

based on products, expenses by time, revenue by time, cost of goods sold 

(COGS) and more.

“The dashboard is very helpful for clients. Everything is presented in easy-

to-read graphs, and you can create up to 25 custom charts to track data,” 

explained Walsh Dyer. “This is essential for clients to effectively and efficiently 

monitor cash flow.”

The key to monitoring and tracking cash flow effectively is simple: regular 

review of the data. QuickBooks helps food-service-based businesses do this by 

providing real-time data in a highly visual format. 

https://quickbooks.intuit.com/online/advanced/reporting-insights/?cid=US_IMG_BOT_MakeBetterDecisionsRestaurants_EXT_INF_FinancialReportingCampaignLinksfromEbooks_QBOA_N_N_N
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QuickBooks Tips: 

Walsh Dyer is a big advocate of streamlined, 

integrated systems. She explained: “First 

and foremost, it’s important for the POS and 

accounting system [such as QuickBooks] to be 

integrated. This eliminates manual data entry 

and opens up a world of efficient data tracking 

and reporting options. It also enables further 

integration with cash flow forecasting and 

modeling tools like Fathom.”

Starting with QuickBooks Online Advanced 

Performance Center, it’s clear just how easy it is 

to track and monitor data in real-time. With the 

ability to add built-in Quick Charts or create 

custom charts, the Performance Center offers a 

visually appealing and intuitive dashboard for 

tracking data at a glance.

Because COGS is a critical data point for 

restaurants and other food-based businesses, 

the system allows you to add this chart to the 

Performance Center with just a few clicks.

Color charts and graphs make easy work of daily financial data monitoring.

Click “Add new chart” in the Performance 
Center and then select COGS
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As you build historical data in QuickBooks and 

integrate with solutions like Fathom, data flows 

between systems for forecasting and modeling 

purposes. Based on up to 36 months of 

data, you can start to predict trends and make 

smarter, informed business decisions based on 

sound cash flow forecasting.

Then name your chart and select items to track year to date.

Easily review historical data on all aspects of revenue.
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When systems are integrated, you can create 

micro-forecasts based on unique variables. 

For example, you can create a forecast on the 

effect of “Indoor dining closed” for the month 

of March. In this example, you would create 

The key to staying ahead of trends is to use the 

data within QuickBooks to accurately create 

forecasts and models that help you make 

a new rule in the system: “Constant/Growing 

revenue” at $15,000 per month and “with 

monthly % decrease” at 50%. Once the rules 

are set, you can see the effect on Cash on Hand 

within the sales report.

profit-driving business decisions.  

This is possible when all the right systems  

are integrated.

Easily set rules to see effect on sales.

Cash on hand reported based on unique rule.
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Item 3: Labor, food and beverage costs 

Walsh Dyer cannot overstate the fact that labor, food and beverage costs are 

what can make or break a business. Staying focused on these data points offers 

visibility into data trends and anomalies—allowing business owners to resolve 

potential issues before they negatively impact the bottom line.

“If we are vigilant about tracking food and beverage costs, we might detect a 

rise in food costs that are really eating into profits. This would lead us to look 

into certain suppliers and pricing changes and prompt the client to research 

other vendors in order to control costs,” explained Walsh Dyer.

For example, within the Performance Center, clients can easily track data points 

such as food and beverage costs compared to last fiscal year. If the cost of 

goods sold shows large spikes in food costs within certain time frames, this 

would alert the business owner to investigate deeper.

“Working with the client, we might ask such questions as: Did cost go up on a 

specific product? Then we would dig into why. This could lead back to vendor 

price increases, which would mean the client may need to go shopping for a 

new supplier,” said Walsh Dyer.

At the same time, clients also need to be tracking labor costs. This can be done 

by setting up a labor chart within the performance center just like with food and 

beverage. Regular weekly review of the P&L is also sound practice.

“Labor costs can change so quickly, so it’s a good idea to run a P&L frequently. 

You can break down costs like direct labor (payroll) and outside consultant costs. 

Comparing costs week to week to better gauge how much cash is going out for 

labor is important to make adjustments as needed.”

Overall, labor, food and beverage costs make up the bulk of expenses in 

any food-based business. Staying apprised of the detailed data, trends and 

anomalies better positions business owners to keep these costs in line and grow 

a profitable enterprise.
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QuickBooks Tips: 

Monitoring labor, food and beverage costs is 

a never-ending task. According to Walsh Dyer, 

because these costs can drastically change 

at any time, it’s important to run comparative 

financial reporting on a frequent basis.

“It’s a good idea to perform week-to-week 

P&L comparisons,” said Walsh Dyer.  

“You can set the report up for the full quarter 

but view the numbers by week. This is very 

helpful for detailed tracking of labor, food and 

beverage costs.”

Additionally, creating charts specific to these 

costs in the Performance Center offer an at-a-

glance view of critical data points. 

Because these costs can make or break a 

business, keeping an eye on the data over time 

is key to managing expenses, making informed 

decisions and running a profitable enterprise.

Track labor, food and beverage costs week to week within the P&L.

Stay apprised of labor and food costs variances over time.
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While not an exhaustive list, the tips offered in this eBook provide those within 

the food services industry with sound advice and insight on what to look for 

in their financial statement and how to maximize the power of QuickBooks. 

By reviewing the key data points consistently, business owners and managers 

can stay in the know in relation to financial health, business sustainability and 

potential future risks.

Final thoughts...

Learn more about how QuickBooks can provide you with better data and 

insights to grow your non-profit organization:  

QuickBooks Online Advanced for reporting & insights.

This content is for information purposes only and information provided should not be considered legal, business, 
accounting, financial or tax advice or a substitute for obtaining such advice specific to your business. Additional 
information and exceptions may apply. Applicable laws may vary by state or locality. No assurance is given that the 
information is comprehensive in its coverage or that it is suitable in dealing with a customer’s particular situation. 
Intuit Inc. does it have any responsibility for updating or revising any information presented herein. Accordingly, 
the information provided should not be relied upon as a substitute for independent research. Intuit Inc. cannot 
warrant that the material contained herein will continue to be accurate, nor that it is completely free of errors when 
published. Readers should verify statements before relying on them.

https://quickbooks.intuit.com/online/advanced/industries/restaurant-accounting/?cid=US_IMG_BOT_QuickBooksOnlineAdvancedforReportingandInsightsRestaurants_EXT_INF_FinancialReportingCampaign_QBOA_N_N_N

